Multiple loop conformations of peptides predicted by molecular dynamics simulations are compatible with nuclear magnetic resonance.
The affinity and selectivity of protein-protein interactions can be fine-tuned by varying the size, flexibility, and amino acid composition of involved surface loops. As a model for such surface loops, we study the conformational landscape of an octapeptide, whose flexibility is chemically steered by a covalent ring closure integrating an azobenzene dye into and by a disulfide bridge additionally constraining the peptide backbone. Because the covalently integrated azobenzene dyes can be switched by light between a bent cis state and an elongated trans state, six cyclic peptide models of strongly different flexibilities are obtained. The conformational states of these peptide models are sampled by NMR and by unconstrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Prototypical conformations and the free-energy landscapes in the high-dimensional space spanned by the phi/psi angles at the peptide backbone are obtained by clustering techniques from the MD trajectories. Multiple open-loop conformations are shown to be predicted by MD particularly in the very flexible cases and are shown to comply with the NMR data despite the fact that such open-loop conformations are missing in the refined NMR structures.